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Free Essays from Bartleby | The Canterbury Tales The Canterbury Tales, a masterpiece of English Literature, written by
Geoffrey Chaucer, is a collection.

Unknown to the group, their leader is already planning to kill them and keep the wealth all to himself. The
three men meet the death that they have been searching from the beginning through the discovery of the gold.
The wife goes further to say that class is earned and not something that one is born with. The payback can
come in many forms, including vengeful, violent, childish, karmic, or sexual She is a professional wife in the
society. Chaucer portrays him as one of the most corrupt people in the pilgrimage. The Friar from The
Canterbury Tales Geoffrey Chaucer was a master at creating highly individualized characters who are often
comic and realistic at the same time and always have good traits as well as bad ones. Like everyone in the
world, Chaucer had his own opinion on this time period, and he would tell it through the characters. The moral
stance of this tale is that money is the root of all evil. In this collection of tales, Chaucer introduces a slew of
interesting characters representing all walks of life who present intriguing stories of their lives. Passion and
devotion are emphasized throughout, and the spiritual dimension of love is valued above the physical. The
activities result in payback dished out and received. He does this by using estate satire. The domestic setting
enhances the notion that this is an ordinary, everyday union. The Canterbury Cathedral By St. He belongs to
the lower class of the society and Chaucer places him under the immoral people. As the prologue progresses,
Chaucer describes each pilgrim 's appearance and character traits in vivid details Some characters are
described more than others because of the fact that Chaucer likes people who are affluent, beautiful and noble
His job upon many is to organize the storytelling challenge for the Pilgrims with the winner to have a meal at
his Inn. Bribery is unethical in the society, just like going against the law of the church. These contrasting
themes are an integral part of the complexity and sophistication of the book, as they provide for an ironic
dichotomy to the creative plot development and undermine the superficial assumptions that might be made.
Irony is used in the tale to bring out humor. This is taken very negatively by the audience and is taken as
something that is not accepted in their society. She has no professional career but has a talent as a seamstress.
However, he only managed to get the tales on the way to Canterbury only. Gold is instead associated with
wealth, and a good life. The true goal of any Satire is to point out the flaws in certain aspect of society, while
also inspiring reform to that very same aspect in one way or another. The knight, who dominates a woman by
raping her, ultimately finds that what women want most is to dominate their own mates. Throughout the
prologue Chaucer humorously describes each person, and their position in their society and how they live their
life; whether that be the way that is expected of them or not. Towards the end of the tale, there is a clash
between the protagonist and the antagonist of the story. Critics praise the tales for unfolding some of the evils
existing among people in the society. Sometimes he explains his thoughts and ideas in the tales, and at other
times, he just uses a theme to explain what he meant. In the General Prologue to the tales, Chaucer introduces
the Friar as a greedy profiteer. Chaucer begins his examination early with three religious characters-first being
the monk.


